
Data Classes & Objects and 
CSV Processing
Lecture 8 - Spring 2018 - COMP110



Announcements

• WS02 – Due Friday at 11:59pm

• Review Session – Tomorrow (Wednesday) at 5pm in SN014
• Uncertain with topics from the last problem set? Join us!

• Tutoring – Friday from 12-4pm in SN155

• PS02 – Will be broken into 2 separate submissions. First part will be 
released by Thursday.



Fixing the "Black Screen of Death"

• When you see a screen that 
looks like the black screen to 
the right:

• The error may be in a file other 
than the one you are working 
on. The file with the error is this 
one.

• The simplest short-term fix in 
lecture is select all text in the 
file (Ctrl+A) and then comment 
it out (Ctrl+/) and save.

• The specific line # of the file 
that TypeScript believes the 
error is on is this number in 
parenthesis.



import { print } from "introcs";

let add1 = (x: number) => {
print("A");
return x + 1;

};

let sub1 = (x: number) => {
print("B");
return x - 1;

};

export let main = async () => {
print("main");
print(add1(sub1(1)));

};

main();

1. What is printed when the following 
program runs?



2. What is printed when the main function runs?

export let main = async () => {
let list0: List<string> = listify("a", "b");
let list1: List<string> = listify("x", "y");
print(foo(list0, list1));

};

let foo = (a: List<string>, b: List<string>): List<string> => {
if (a === null || b === null) {

return null;
} else {

return cons(first(b), cons(first(a), foo(rest(a), rest(b))));
}

};



export let main = async () => {
let list0: List<string> = listify("a", "b", "c", "d");
let result: string = get(list0, 1);
print(result);

};

let get = (a: List<string>, i: number): string => {
if (a === null) {

throw new Error("Index i is out of bounds.");
} else {

if (i === 0) {
return first(a);

} else {
return get(rest(a), i - 1);

} 
}

};

3. What is printed when the main function runs?



Throwing Errors

• Sometimes functions must handle illogical cases. How?

• The previous function returned the nth element of a List
• What happens when you ask a List with 3 elements for the 4th element?
• What happens when you ask for the nth element of an empty List?

• Often this means a bug or an error in how the function is being used. To 
signal this to the programmer, we can "throw an Error" to let them know 
they called the function with illogical arguments:

throw new Error("Error message goes here.");

• This causes the program to crash (as far as we know now, in COMP401 
you'll learn how to avoid these crashes) and the error message to display.



Hands-on #1

• Open lec08 / 00-function-calls-app.ts

1. Under TODO #1) Call the get function and print its returned value. Use the list 
defined above the TODO and 1 as arguments.

2. Under TODO #2) Call the get function and print its returned value. Use the list 
defined above the TODO and 13 as arguments.

• Try changing the argument that corresponds to parameter i so that rather than 
erroring, 401 is printed for TODO #2 instead.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc when complete



// TODO #1 - Call the get function, with list and 1 as arguments.
// Print the result.
print(get(list, 1));

// TODO #2 - Call the get function below, with list and 4 as arguments.
// Print the result.
print(get(list, 3));
print(get(list, 13));



Why are data types important?

• Types communicate expectations and capabilities in our programs.

• Take the following variables, for example:

let x: number;
let y: number;

• What can we do with x and y?
• Assign number literals to each, i.e. 110 and 3.14
• Add them together, perform arithmetic
• Pass them to a function that accepts number parameters
• Generally: use them anywhere we can use a number expression

• How do we know we can do those things? Because their type is number.
• The operations we can carry out on string or boolean values are different.



We can define our own data types!

• What if we want to "model" more complex concepts:
• Twitter Profiles

• Basketball Player Stats

• We can invent our own composite data types out of other types
• Like in chemistry where compounds are made of atoms… 

• number, string, and boolean are our atoms

• We define a data type with a class

• We call instances of a class objects



• That's a lie. Classes aren't actually visual templates.

• A class is a code specification for a type of object.

• However, this is a useful analogy:

Class : Object :: A Twitter Profile : @KrisJordan's Profile

What is this? A Class!



Objects!

What are these?

(They're all Twitter profiles.)



How would we model a TwitterProfile in code?

class TwitterProfile {

name: string = "";
handle: string = ""; 
bio: string = "";
showVine: boolean = false;
privateAccount: boolean = false;
followers: number = 0;
following: number = 0;

}

• We have not covered the concepts in the code below, yet, but I'll bet 
you can connect a few dots.

• These are all properties of the TwitterProfile class.



Class
Object's
Each

properties are established by its

class TwitterProfile {

name: string = "";
handle: string = ""; 
bio: string = "";
showVine: boolean = false;
privateAccount: boolean = false;
followers: number = 0;
following: number = 0;

}



Defining a Class - "Inventing a Data Type"

class <ClassName> {

<propertyName>: <type> = <default value>;

…

}

• ClassNames begin with an uppercase letter

• Properties are declared inside of the class body
• These are like variable declarations without the let keyword

• Properties should be assigned default values

• "Every object of <ClassName> will have a <name> property of type <type>".
• "Every TwitterProfile will have a followers field of type number"



Defining a Class - Example

class Rectangle {

color: string = "Black";

width: number = 1.0;

height: number = 1.0;

}

• Here we are defining a class 
named Rectangle. 

• Every Rectangle object will have 
three properties:
• color, width, height

• In defining a class, we've invented 
a new type! We can now use it in 
our programs anywhere use a 
type. For example, a variable 
declaration:

let paper: Rectangle;



Hands-on #1: Define a Rectangle class

• Open lec08-objects / 01-data-objects-
app.ts

• At TODO #1, before the main function, 
define the Rectangle class to the right.

• At TODO #2, in the main function, 
declare a variable of type Rectangle 
named paper.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc once 
you've got this code. Your browser 
screen will still be blank, but you 
should have no red underlines.

class Rectangle {

color: string = "Black";

width: number = 1.0;

height: number = 1.0;

}

let paper: Rectangle;



import { print } from "introcs";
import { listify } from "introcs/list";

// TODO #1
class Rectangle {

color: string = "Black";
width: number = 1.0;
height: number = 1.0;

}

export let main = async () => {

// TODO #2
let paper: Rectangle;

};

main();



Constructing an Object

• How do we initialize this variable?

• Unlike simple data types, where 
declaring a variable reserves 
memory for it, composite types or 
"object types" require us to 
"construct a new object" in 
memory.

• We do this using the new keyword, 
followed by the class' name, 
followed by empty parenthesis (for 

now).

let paper: Rectangle;

paper = new Rectangle();



Memory
Constructing an Object

• When the new Rectangle() expression is 
reached,

• The processor constructs a new object in 
memory with space for each property.

• It also assigns the default values to each 
property.

• Finally, a reference to this object is returned 
and assigned to the paper variable.
• More on references soon.

paper = new Rectangle();

Rectangle
Object

color:

width:

height:

"Black"

1.0

1.0



Memory
Assigning to Properties

• We can change an object's property value by 
using the assignment operator. 

"Hey paper, your width property is now 8.5"

• General form:

<object>.<property> = <value>;

paper.width = 8.5;

Rectangle
Object

color:

width:

height:

"Black"

8.5

1.0



MemoryReading Properties

• By referencing the Rectangle variable's name, 
followed by the dot operator, followed by the 
property name, we are saying:

"Hey paper, what is your width property's value? "

• General form:

<object>.<property>

print(paper.width);

Rectangle
Object

color:

width:

height:

"Black"

8.5

1.0



Hands-on #2: Constructing a Rectangle Object
1. Still in lec08 / 01-data-objects-app.ts

2. After the paper variable declaration, initialize it 
by assigning a new Rectangle to it.

3. Print the paper object to the screen.

4. Assign each of the properties (3 property 
assignment statements will be needed): 
• width of 8.5
• height of 11
• color of "White"

5. Print the paper object to the screen again.

6. Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc

paper = new Rectangle();

paper.<property> = <value>;

Property assignment syntax:



Working with Data

• Today's Goal: 
Use recursion to analyze Joel 
Berry II's game data from 
this season.



Today's Data

• Data source: ESPN.com

• The Game Log table to 
the right was copied and 
pasted into Google 
Sheets



Today's Data

• The table was cleaned up 
a bit in Sheets

• Column header names 
were changed to match 
properties we'll use in 
our code (we'll come 
back to this soon)



Today's Data

• Finally it was saved as a 
special type of file:

• CSV UTF-8 (Comma 
delimited) (*.csv)

• This is a common data 
table format that is easy 
to work with in code.



Today's Data

• Here's what the contents of 
the CSV file look like.

• It is stored in:

data/berry-stats-2018.csv

• Notice it's just "plain text"!

• Each row gets a line, each 
column is separated by a 
comma, hence "Comma 
Separated Values (CSV)" file.



Modelling a "Game" with a class

• Each Game has properties associated with it:
• date
• opponent
• points
• and more...

• These are column names in our data table

• In our program, we'll declare a class to model 
a single Game's stats with properties for each 
column in the table we care about.

• Note: we do not need to use every column but 
the names of properties much match the column 
headers in the CSV file.

class Game {

date: string = "";
opponent: string = "";
uncPoints: number = 0;
opponentPoints: number = 0;
points: number = 0;
fouls: number = 0;

}



How do we read a CSV file as a List of Objects?

• There's a function in the introcs library for that! It's named csvToList. 

• Like prompts, you must await it.

• Documentation:

csvToList(prompt: string, className: Class): List<Class>

• Parameters:

1. prompt - a string value presented to the user as instructions

2. className - the name of the class (i.e. Game) each row of the CSV corresponds to



Follow-along: Calling promptCSV

• Open 02-csv-data-list-app.ts

• In the main function, call:

• In the process function, print games.

let games: List<Game> = await csvToList("Basketball Data", Game);



Our Goal: 
Find Total Points Joel has Scored this Season
• Once our data is loaded, the games variable holds a complete List<Game>. How can we find 

Joel's total points scored?

• We have a function, named addUp, that has a parameter of List<number> and returns the 
total sum of the numbers. 
But we can't call: addUp(games) …why?

• Because games is List<Game> and sum needs a List<number>. This is a type mismatch!

• How can we transform a List<Game> into a List<number> that has only the points for each 
game? Let's write a gamesToPoints function with the following signature:

let gamesToPoints = (games: List<Game>): List<number> => …



Hands-on: gamesToPoints
• In Lec 08 / 02-csv-data-list-app.ts

• Find the TODO in the gamesToPoints function. This will be a recursive function to process the 
games parameter.

1. What is the first thing you must always do when writing a recursive function to work with a 
List? Do this first! 
• Hint: Check the addUp function but remember to return an empty list instead of 0.

2. To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result of repeating the same 
process recursively on the rest of the List.
• When the games list is not empty, declare a variable named game, of type Game, and assign 

it the first game in the games List.
• cons game onto the result of repeating the same gamesToPoints process recursively 

on the rest of the games List.

3. When correct, you should see a List of numbers, corresponding to points, 
printed out beneath your table of Games.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc



let gamesToPoints = (games: List<Game>): List<number> => {
if (games === null) {

return null;
} else {

let game: Game = first(games);
return cons(game.points, gamesToPoints(rest(games)));

}
};



A Simple Data Processing Pipeline
• Of all games this season, how many points has Joel Berry II scored in total?

csvToList

List<Game>

returned

gamesToPoints

passed to

List<number>

returned

addUp

passed to

number

returned

Notice: We could compose these function calls together into a single expression… 
addUp(gamesToPoints(await csvToList("Data", Game)))


